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Culture
Maghreb’s culture and heritage
celebrated through pop art
Roua Khlifi

Tunis

W

hether it is a portrait of Tunisian
poet Aboul-Qacem
Echebbi
sporting
hipster glasses or the
Moroccan Sahara as the backdrop
of Hollywood blockbuster movies,
pop art seems to be thriving in the
Maghreb. Tunisian and Moroccan
pop art painters have been earning
praise and attention nationally and
internationally.
Artists in the Maghreb have chosen this form of art to bridge the gap
between the West and North Africa.
Maghrebian pop art is where those
two worlds collide and emerge as a
unified artistic piece.
These paradoxes and more are at
the core of the work of Tunisian humorist and painter Sara Ezzina and
Moroccan artist Mouad Aboulhana,
whose work comments on Western
influence and boasts North African
culture and heritage.

Each of Ezzina’s
portraits focuses on a
personal detail and
carries a short
biography.
Ezzina’s latest collection, “The
Memory of Tunisia,” revisited the
history of the country’s culture
through pop art. Utilising wellknown figures of culture, politics
and music, her show invites visitors
to explore history through the modern touch of pop art, a mixture that
Ezzina described as a “happy and
lively depiction of Tunisian culture.”
Through the pop art style, Ezzina
uses a modern perspective to explore Tunisia’s rich cultural history, which makes her work appealing to both older and younger
generations. In addition to depicting iconic figures, her work revisits
post-revolutionary events that have

affected Tunisians.
One painting denotes the attack
on the Bardo National Museum,
depicting heads of statutes wearing
chechias — traditional hats — the
colour of blood. Others humorously
tackle problems Tunisians faced
following the revolution with the
mushrooming of the number of political parties.
“These are portraits of persons
who had an impact on Tunisian society. For instance, look at Moncef
Bey,” Ezzina explained. “Many ask
why this Bey in particular? I chose
him because he was a nationalist. I
wanted to emphasise that.” Moncef
Bey, also known as Mohamed VII
el-Moncef, ruled Tunisia from June
1942-May 1943.
While Ezzina perceives her art as
a positive portrayal of Tunisian culture, Aboulhana classifies his as authentic pop art highlighting the richness of Moroccan culture. His work
celebrates the mix of cultures of
which he is a product. His paintings
tend to reinforce the Arabisation of
Western products and culture. US
actor Morgan Freeman appears in
one painting wearing a traditional
Moroccan hat.
“My work is pure Moroccan. Morocco is in fact a large melting pot of
many cultures and traditions from
the Berber, the Arabs and modernity. There are also many subcultures
throughout Morocco,” Aboulhana
said.
“This style allows me to display
the mixture of all these beautiful
influences. I draw my inspirations
from elements I see when walking in
the streets of the medina of Tangier,
from the original Berber carpets and
even people I meet on these walks.”
Aboulhana said he believes pop
art can help artists in North Africa
express their original and authentic
heritage.
“Through my career, I have always felt that pop art is the artistic
movement that expressed best my
identity. In the beginning, I rarely
found fascinating elements in my
culture, but through pop art, I start-

ed to see the elements of beauty in
my culture and started to mix it with
other cultures,” Aboulhana said.
“Pop art is an alive art in the north
of Africa. This art helps expose the
beauty of our cultures… Pop art,
with its colours and shapes, makes
people happy and optimistic and
this is what we want in the north of
Africa.”

Aboulhana believes
pop art can help
artists in North
Africa express their
original and
authentic heritage.
Ezzina says pop art is a style that
brings joy and inspiration to people
through the themes it portrays and
characters it depicts. Each of her
portraits focuses on a personal detail and carries a short biography.
“I wanted to avoid errors. That is
why I studied the history of these
characters. I love them and spent
so much time with them,” she said.
“When I look at the paintings I have
the impression that I lived with
these people. They are inspiring,
each in a different way, and I wanted
the public to experience the same
thing and be inspired.”
Colourful and joyful, Ezzina’s
work is not without controversy.
Many visitors expressed surprise
at seeing portraits of Tunisia’s first
president, Habib Bourguiba, and Tunisian militant Lazhar Chraiti in the
same exhibition.
“Many people stop at Lazhar
Chraiti’s portrait. It is complicated
because he was executed by President Bourguiba after being accused
of plotting against him. I don’t want
to be a judge. I wanted to put an emphasis on the rich legacy of these
characters. They all played important roles in our history, which is to
be recognised,” Ezzina said.
Ezzina’s work was featured in a
March 2016 exhibition in New York
organised by the United Nations to

Mixture of influences. Mouad Aboulhana putting final touches on
the “Tarbouch Kid” painting.
(Courtesy of Mouad Aboulhana)
mark the 60th anniversary of the
Commission on the Status of Women.
“It was an opportunity to pay
homage to Tunisia and Tunisian
women. It was interesting how people were intrigued by female figures
that were typically Tunisian. They
asked about the history of female
singers like Habiba Msika, who was
a feminist icon, Naama and others,”
she said.
Having exhibited his work in
Spain and Portugal, Aboulhana will
be joining Ezzina at an exhibition for

pop art at the Arab World Institute in
London in September.
“When exhibiting abroad, you notice people’s reaction to the elements
of Moroccan culture in pop art. They
are fascinated. People smile, admire
and ask questions about those elements that come from my culture. It
is touching to have that. After all, it
is about reading the history and living art,” Aboulhana said.
Roua Khlifi is a regular Travel and
Culture contributor to The Arab
Weekly. She is based in Tunis.

Creative Space Beirut: Where only talent matters
Samar Kadi

Beirut

Y

oung men and women
concentrating on manipulating scissors cutting
fabric or drawing patterns
on parchment paper can
hardly believe that they are achieving a dream that was so far-fetched a
short while ago.
Najah Ghrayeb is among nine students seeking to fulfil their aspirations at Creative Space Beirut (CSB),
a free fashion design school in Lebanon.
“Since I was a child I dreamed
about fashion design but I was resigned that it was not possible for
me to do fashion studies because
the tuition is exorbitant. So I studied
biochemistry at the Lebanese University instead, but my heart was
always with fashion design,” said
Ghrayeb, 22, who joined the 3-year
programme last October.
Ghrayeb’s talents and those of her
classmates are being fostered thanks
to the initiative of Sarah Hermez, a
Lebanese-American fashion designer and co-founder of CSB, who aims
to empower Lebanon’s underprivileged youth through fashion.
“At CSB, we believe in free education and the importance of fostering
talent,” Hermez said. “We look for
individuals from across Lebanon
who have the passion and the talent but could not for some reason
or another pursue fashion design
studies.
“There are so many talented people and they deserve a chance. This

Fostering talents. Model displaying the design of a graduate of
Creative Space Beirut at a fashion show, last December.
(Carl Halal)
is their only chance to become fashion designers, and they are so hungry for it, really dedicating all their
time and energy.”
CSB, founded in 2011 by Hermez
and Caroline Simonelli, her professor at New York’s Parsons School
of Design, combined Hermez’s passions for creativity and humanitarian work.
“I always felt that it was very unfair that just because I come from a
more privileged background I was
allowed the opportunity to go to

New York and pursue my passion
while there are so many people who
are more talented than me and do
not get that chance and they end up
working in supermarkets or doing
other things,” Hermez said.
CSB graduated its first four students in December after three years
of intensive work that culminated
with the school’s first fashion show
featuring the students’ collections.
“One of our graduates was accepted in a university in Milan
through the portfolio she built here

and found a sponsor. Another got
accepted to Starch, which is a (local)
platform that launches young designers’ brands through their boutiques,” Hermez said.
Although the school is not accredited and its diploma not recognised officially, students follow a
comprehensive and diverse curriculum taught by mostly volunteer instructors, including Simonelli, from
leading schools.
“We collaborate with different designers and teach different courses
internationally and locally,” Hermez
said. “At the end of the day the paper doesn’t mean much. What is really important is the portfolio they
build and the connections and networking they make while they are
here.”
Hermez hopes to expand the project, attracting sponsorships and
developing a reputation as a design
school and label. She said she also
hoped the programme could generate revenues by selling the students’
designs, with a percentage going to
the student designers.
“We have developed an in-house
brand — CSB Ready to Wear — and
hope to start selling in different
places in Lebanon and even around
the world. We also started a brand
called Second Street. Our goal is to
sustain the fashion programme,”
she said.
CSB students come from different backgrounds and nationalities
and include Palestinian and Syrian
refugees.
“Creativity and talent is the criteria here,” said fashion design
teacher Misak Hadjabekian, who
has been teaching at CSB since it

opened in 2011.
“They (students) are amazing
kids, who are here to learn and to
prove themselves. It is not because
they can afford it but because they
have the talent and the passion for
it,” added Hadjabekian, who also
teaches at the Lebanese American University’s fashion design
school set up in collaboration with
renowned Lebanese designer Elie
Saab.

CSB students include
Palestinian and
Syrian refugees.
For Ahmad Amer, who will be
graduating at the end of the year,
being accepted at CSB was a turning
point. He turned his back on interior
architecture studies he was following at the Lebanese University to
pursue his passion. “Being here was
a starting point for what I’ve always
wanted since I was a kid. I love to
design clothes, especially evening
ready-to-wear dresses,” said Amer
as he drew dress forms.
Ghrayeb said she was grateful for
the opportunity that CSB gave her
to make “a dream comes true”.
“Here, I am part of something
that is very noble,” she said. “It is all
for free, it is so selfless, and I hope
that if, God willing, I can achieve
something I want to give back.”
CSB’s concept reflects the convictions and beliefs of its founders.
“We believe in equal opportunity,” Hermez said. “That’s why we
search for talents no matter what
background they come from.”

